




Growth of a $1O,OOO
lnitial lnvestment

THE SMITHS

...inaested in a CD.

he Smiths were highly conservative investors who, in loohng for

safery placed their trust and saings of $10,000 in a bank

certificate of deposit (CD).- The Smiths felt more comfortable know-

ing that their money was insured by the then-current Federal agency

maximum of $ 10,000. And, they felt luclq' that their bank was giving

away atoaster to new CD investors. As it turned out, the long-term

cost for Federal insurance and the "free" toaster was significant. In

fact, the Smiths lost an astonishing $I35 ,699 in growth and income

opportunities over the 20 years ended December 31, 1991. The

ending value of their CD was only

$52,868 ($ 10,000 principal plus

iil:: ; $42,868 interest income) versus

t;iiji: ,i:t the AIM Charter Fund ending value
t f.i.):i.:..:!,1:,.:

t;r:,. ':: of $188,565, Some might say that

i'i;'., the Smiths got toasted.

While the value of theil

investment significantly

lagged that of the Jones,

it's not too late for the

Smiths to rechart their

investment course, and
they realize the impoF

tance of seeking new

opportunities. The
Smiths have witnessed

the tremendous increase
in shale value of AIM
Gharter Fund ovet time.

and can take action by

investingl today. And

with retirement almosl

two decades away, the

Smiths have time on

their side for capturingl
glrowth and income

opportunities that can

lead to a more secute

future.
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i;:,t" vary with market conditions.

ii* 
*Fired-price investments, such as certifi-

ii.ii ; cates of deposit and savings accounts, are
'j.i$, ' . today generally backed by Federal agencies.,j:.::tj, , tooay generaly DacKeo Dy teoefal agencte
Lnili i 

forupto $100,000. Shares ofAIMChafier
ti;.ii Fund are not insured and their value will
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A CTOSER TOOKAT AIM CHARTER IT]ND.

r Disciplined Inuestment Approach, NM Charter Fund seek growth and income

by investing primarily in stocks of large-capitahzation, well-known, well-run

companies with a history of stable and improving earnings and oftentimes increased

dividend payouts. Emphasis is also placed on preservation of capital to protect prin-

cipal. In addition, cash is used as a defensive tool in managing risk and volatility,

and affords the flexibility to participate in the market when compelling opporhrnities

become available.

t Stellar Perfonnance. AIM Charter Fund has had only one down year in the last

17 yearc-aperiod of tremendous stock market volatility. Equally as impressive, in



THEJONES

...inaested in AIXI Charter Fund.

he Jones, equally risk-averse investors,

confronted the challenge of beating

the constantly rising cost of living. After

weighing the potential risks and rewards of

an insured CD versus other investment

alternatives, the Jones opted for growth

and income opportunities in stocks of

well known, "blue chip" companies.

They felt most confident owning stocks

of companies that have the basic strenghs to grow faster

than their competitors, weather tough times nnd adapt to changes.

So they invested $10,000 in AIM Charter Fund. After 20 years, they

didn't end up with a toaster on a bottom kitchen shelf. But they did

have something far greater: an investmentlhathad escalated in value

to $188,566-as of December 3I,1991.

Can you afforda $135,000 toaster?

*Comparable future performance of the Fund cannot be guaranteed. Unlike CDs, shares of
AIM Charler Fund will fluctuate with market conditions and are not insured.

These two couples are fictional, but AIM Charter Fund's figures are factual.

1987-the year of the stock market crash-the Fund was ry 10.42%. versus 5.25o/o
for the unmanaged Standard & Poor's 500 Stock Index. Based on its stellar perfor-

mance, AIM Charter Fund has been named to the Forbes "Honor Roll" in five of the

last 16 years.

t Diuerse MarketAppeal. AIM Charter Fund's relatively conservative investment

strategy makes it a viable investment for both equity and fixed-income investors.

Investors may capture opportunities for growth of capital over the long-tern and

enjoy current income.

*Fund performance is historical and reflects reinvestment of all dividends and capital gains distributions,
changes in net asset value and the effect of the Firnd's 5.50o/o maximum sales charge. Past per{ormance is no
guaratrtee of comparable future results. Of course, principal value and investment return will fluctuate so that an
investor's shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their orisinal cost.

The Jones are financially

more secure today than

the Smiths, thanks to

their investment in AIM

Gharter Fund 20 years

ago. And they're not

stopping now. fhe Joneg
are continuing to enjoy

Elrowth and income

opportunities as they
build a comfortable nest
eE|gl for retirement. AIM
Gharter Fund is helping
the Jones chart theil
course for the future.

Usin€ $1OO,OOO as the
initial inveetment value
in the preceding hypo-
thetical illustration, the
endinfl value for AIM
Gharter Fund would have
been an astonishing

91,923,813. Ihe CD
value would have posted

a significantly lower

ending value of only

s52a,676.



AIM CHARTER FI,ND OR A CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT
YOU MAKE THE CHOICE

Tbe Grouth ofan Initial $10,000 InaestrnentJanuary t, 1972-December 31, 1991

CD Income'

Year-end
Value of

$10,000 cD,

Year-end Value
of $10,000 AIM

Reinvested Charter Fund
Distributions3 Investmentl

The yeanend value

of AIM Charter

Fund exceeded

that of a GD in 17

of the 2O invest-

ment periods.

Total Ending

Values:

The Smith's CD:

s52,a6a
The Jones'AlM

Gharter Fund

shares: $188,566
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DAZ
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3,251
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2,492

$42,868

$10,539
11,445
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13,432

t4,t33

l4,gg7

16,528

t8,496

20,776
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26,9r7
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32,656
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$5z,g6g

$ 1,134

3r
r44
128

134

1,318
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3,r95
7,014

5,449
2,365

6,435

0

1,577

24,626

21,634

3,140
11,966

8'936

8,269

$1t2,276

$ 12,933
ll,l9l

9,157

10,825

t5,344

t5,t3g

21,347

30,748
4t,097

41,659

48,r39

57,429

54,130
68,127

79,776

88,092

91,584
t26,468

136,874

188,566

$rss,556

Value of AIM

Gharter Fund

shares at the end

of each year.

The Jones elected

to reinvest theil

annual distribu-

tions in the Furd

free of charge. The
porver of com.
poundan€l signifi-

cantly increased

the value of their

assets over time.

Over 2O years, the

GD earned income

of only 942,868.
AIM Gharter Fund

enjoyed reinvested

distributions

of $112,276.

tCalculated using the six-month annualized average monthly CD rate reporled by the Federal
Reserve Board. 'ZEnding value assumes that CD income is reinvested. 3Comprised of income
dividends and capital gains distributions. fiM Charter fund investment value calculated
using FCTowers hlpothetical system, and includes reinvested dividends and capital gains
distributions and the effect of the Fund's 5.50% maximum sales charge. Past performance
cannot guarantee comparable future results.




